
   For the past three years, Bobby B. Badly was hands down the ultimate 

school bully at Bayside Elementary, and with a little help from his two 

sidekicks Tim and Tom Terror better known as the Terror twins, this entire 

school was somewhat under their control.  

   Samuel right along with just about every kid attending Bayside 

Elementary School was unfortunately given the taste of having to endure 

the three Bayside Bullies ever since pre-school.  

   This three were well known by everyone, students, teachers, and parents 

alike, even people outside of Bayside Elementary School knew of these 

three as truly terrifying bullies.  

   Bobby wasn’t the biggest kid in school, but what he lacked in size he was 

sure to make up for through pure meanness. Even the Terror twins were 

somewhat taken back by Bobby’s ability to strike fear into the heart of just 

about every kid.  

   It was easy to see just how little Bobby B. Badly clearly became the leader 

of their three-man mob squad.  

   Bobby always got whatever he wanted by simply asking for it using what 

many would call, THE LOOK OF DEATH! A simply eye to eye stair 

down cold enough to literally freeze water is all that Bobby needed for most 

kids to nervously hand over whatever they had.  

   So in Bobby’s mind, technically he wasn’t really taking anything from 

anyone, it was all just given to him. From cuts in line, to snacks, toys, 

marbles, stickers, pens, pencils, crayons, paper, coloring books, and 

baseball, football, and basketball cards, even money at times. You name it 

and most likely Bobby would claim it.  

   He had an absolutely disgusting way of persuading kids into handing over 

their food as well. At lunchtime, if you happened to be seated anywhere 



around Bobby, well than you better know how to eat really, really fast or 

risk starving to death.  

   Bobby could get any kid setting within close proximity to lose their 

appetite by simply counting down just like this, “5 4 3 2 1.” By the time 

he reached the number one, the air would be instantly supercharged with 

an unbearable amount of gas, enough poo, poo to knockout an elephant.  

   Passing gas was just another one of his tactics right along with picking his 

nose and then touching someone’s food, “Hey, are you gonna eat that?” 

After Bobby touched it, game over, because no one in their right mind 

would dare eat anything flavored by Bobby’s boogers. 

 

   Most of the kids at Bayside Elementary school were afraid of Bobby 

including his two sidekicks, Tim and Tom Terror. Even though the Terror 

twins were the biggest kids in school, together they were still nowhere 

nearly as bad as Bobby. 

   In the first grade, Tim and Tom tried using their size to intimidate Bobby 

as a part of their plan to take over the playground, the two of them cornered 

him between the swings and the monkey bars. 

   Big mistake! Because behind Bobby’s bone chilling stair down, lays venom 

one thousand times deadlier then the biggest Black Mamba’s to ever live. 

The Terror Twins didn’t stand a chance and from that day on everyone 

knew not to miss with Bobby B. Badly. 



   Marcus and Samuel on the other hand were probably the only kids in that 

entire school who weren’t afraid of Bobby or even the Terror Twins. Marcus 

just tried his best to stay clear of those three.  

   He was the toughest kids on the playground, but he had also been taught 

by his karate instructor to never fight in school and how to control his 

emotions.  

   As for Samuel, he knew exactly what to say and how, he was at his best 

when it comes to dealing with people, especially bullies. And that’s the main 

reason why he wasn’t afraid of Bobby or Tim and Tom, as a matter of fact 

Samuel made it his job in the third grade to keep the peace but it came at a 

tremendous cost.  

   You see, Samuel’s focus was more on those three Bullies than his class 

work to where it showed up on his report card and got him kick off of the 

basketball team. 

   For everyone else in school that wasn’t afraid of Bobby or the Terror 

twins, they would often find themselves in big trouble for fighting with 

them over something that those three most likely started.  

   Bayside Elementary School is just like every other school, it really doesn’t 

matter who started the fight, if you were caught, then you might as well kiss 

your morning and lunch recess goodbye because both kids would be in the 

same amount of trouble.  

   Whenever Samuel saw Bobby or the Terror twins bullying someone, 

which happened just about every day, his mind would often begin to 

formulate some type of plan making it so easy for him to stand up to the 

three of them.  

   Simple words were all Samuel needed to tame those savage beasts, better 

known as the Bayside Bullies. He was able to speak with Bobby and the 

Terror twins as if the four of them were the best of friends.  

 

 



   Samuel took great pride in being able to control just about every situation 

he had with Bobby and the Terror twins, and just knew within his heart that 

he needed to use this ability to help others. 

  

   It all started in the first grade; Samuel just couldn’t help himself so out of 

nowhere he stepped in. Bobby was being his typical self, but this time, he 

happened to push right through Suzy taking cutting in front of her while 

stepping directly on her toes.  

   “OW!” Suzy said quietly, and before she could even look down at her feet 

Bobby was steering directly in her eyes with that evil look that he was 

becoming while known for.  

   So when Samuel got home from school that day, Mr. Sensible asked him 

as always, how his day was and what happened at school. Samuel didn’t 

hesitate one bit telling his dad everything, word for word.  

“As we were getting in line for lunch, Ms. Bliss lined us up girls first like she 

always does, and Bobby pushed right passed Suzy to take cuts in front of 

her and all most made her fall.”  

“Okay, so what happened next?” Mr. Sensible asked while adding, “And 

how exactly did you manage to get involved Samuel?”  

   Samuel looked straight at his dad. “You know how you’re always saying 

that I should be ready to help someone whenever I can, and that ladies go 



first?”  

   “Yeah, that’s right Samuel, but I never told you that it was okay to get in a 

fight over trying to do the right thing. You’re too smart for that son.  

   Samuel, if you start fighting to solve one problem now, then you’ll 

have to get physical to solve every problem you have with others from here 

on out. There’s a much better way to fight without using your fist.”  

   “I know, Dad. I wasn’t fighting. What happened was I went over to Bobby 

before Ms. Bliss saw that he had taken cuts in front of Suzy and told him 

that he could have my spot, I was the first boy in line right behind Suzy.  

Dad, I gave him my place and went to the back of the line.”  

 

   Both of his parents were so happy to hear how he was able to help 

someone by simply using his head. They were so happy that they took him 

out for dessert to celebrate Samuel’s new found courage and compassion.  

 

 

 

 



 

   Over a bowl of hot fudge and chunky chocolate chipmunk ice cream, Mr. 

Sensible told Samuel that he would always be able to take control of most 

situations if he continued to use his head, so that’s exactly what Samuel did.  

 

 

   From that day on Samuel and Bobby where now friends, while at lease in 

Bobby’s eyes that is. He really didn’t know what it meant to be a friend to 

anyone, but in Samuel’s case, things were different. 

 


